Abstract
Indeed, once she has paid F, an agent will always find it optimal to hold a position in stocks (whether long or short) regardless of her signal because she is almost risk neutral for small risks. 
Definition of an Equilibrium
A rational expectations equilibrium is given by two demand functions Tj and Xj, a price function P of 77 and 9, and two scalars n and / such that i) jcy =x(Wj\n, i)
and Tj =T(Sj,Xj, Wj ; P, n, i) solve the maximization problem of an investor tak ing P, n, and / as given (equations (2) i) The equilibrium price is given by ii) The optimal stockholding for a participating investor/ with a signal of precision doubling of financial wealth leads to a 26% increase in the probability of stock ownership. Equation (9) 26There are several reasons why quadratic preferences may be more appropriate than CARA to address the issues raised in this paper. First, on an intuitive level, the demand for information should depend on the extent of risk sharing. Indeed, the production of information displays increasing returns to scale because its cost, unlike its benefit, is independent of the investment scale. So, investors expecting to trade less should acquire less information. CARA preferences imply that the number of active investors and the precision of their signals do not change in an active-passive equilibrium as the stock supply falls or the number of investors grows (the first-order condition for precision is 2RC '(x) = t//z(/x,jc), from which E(6) and n are absent). In contrast, quadratic preferences imply that they fall (A increases with E(9)2 and decreases with n). Second, on a theoretical level, quadratic preferences can be seen as a second-order approximation to general preferences when risk is small. Peress (2004) arc/ dp dn j dp ^ dn dn dn dp dp dp It follows that , dv . dv 1 dv = ?-dn + -^-dp = ? dn dp A dn I dp dn I dp dn / dp dn / dp' ' <7F To show that A' < 0, replace the coefficients with their expressions, simplify and check the sign of each term. Clearly, dn/dF < 0 and dn/dc < 0. The effect on noise is ambiguous. dp/dF > 0 and dp/dc > 0 if Figure  7 shows that return variance can rise when the entry cost declines.
III. Description of the Equilibrium

